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This is the last week students
may withdraw from a clan.

Tuesday, November 8, 1977

When 'It·
Rains, lt.

'

.,.

II

•

The ·
rains
that
hit ·
A,ll!uquerque Monday are e11pectfl:d to continue todlly and
• tomorrow, the National.
W1111ther BUifiiiU uid. H1111vy
precipitation has hit portion• of
New Mexico, the Mst coast and
the -.ouprem part of the coun-

try.
A foot of snow fell on the
Sandias, the weather service
said.
.
There have beeii·no repora of
damage to UNM property 110
far, but the Univet'llity will get·
pretty muddy during the nut
two day11, Floyd Williams,
Ph pica/ Plant director, uid,.
LOBO photo by Phylll• KuohniJr

A rain puddle on Tramway Rd.

Ex-1 RS M·an WoundS 10
"'

'

NEW ORLEANS (UPI )-: A former
Internal Revenue Service accountant
wounded 10 persons, including his estranged
wife and fathe~-in-law. in a wild hour-long
shooting spree Monday, police said.

Four of the 10 victims were in critical
condition. Six victims underwent surgery,
two were treated in the emergency room at
Charity hospital and · two others were
transferred to private hospitals.
At least three of the victims were from outFollowing the initial shootings in his of-state.
father-in-law's home, the accountant, Carlos;
Poree's wife, Diane, 34, was believed to be
P,oree, 35, traveled cJowntown and guimed
the
first victim of.tlie'sbooting spree, She was
do~n three men Walking in a French Quarter
critically'
wounded along with her father,
park and five persons at an investment office
Alvin
J.
Broussard,
at Broussard's home.
in the business district before being subdued
by plainclothes police, authorities said.
"Diane and Carlos had been arguing for
..
He was taken to police headquarters and some time, "said Dorothy Broussard, Poree's
·held pending a hearing.
mother-in-law. "But 1· never had any in-

It's 'Aragon Vs .. Brown
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Mel Aragon

l·

q
m NORML

In .Dist. 3 Runoff

'

By PAUL SCHERR
LOBO Staff Writer.Voters in City Council Dist. 3
will choose; in a runoff election
today, between Dr. Solomon
Brown and Mel C. Aragon for a
seat on the City Council.
Aragon, a Democrat, is a
member of· the County Zoning
Commission and the brother of
State Rep. Bennie Aragon . .._
Brown • a Republican , was
appointed in August by· Mayor
Harry Kinney fill the seat vacated
by ex-councillor Jack Kobert, who
resigned to move to California.
In the October general election,
·Brown received 1,184 votes, to
1,323 for Aragon, 601 for Eloy
Duran and 577 for Kenneth

I

dicatiQn he would do anything like this. He shot Diane.''
never threatened any of us."
Mrs. Broussard said Poree and his
daughter
had been having problems since her
Mrs. Broussard said she was at a day
son-in-law
lost his $19,000-a-year job as an,
nursery which,she operated when a neighbor
IRS
accountant
last year.
called to tell her he had heard gunshots at her
"He
was
very
upset about losing his job,
home. She said she found her husband)ying
WFIS a good son-in-law. They had been
but
he
on the floor of her home and her daughter
married 10 years. Diane cared for him and he
bleeding on the bed.
cared for tier."
"i asked my daugittcr• 'Did Carlos db
this?' and she said, 'Yes, Momma,' "Mrs.
About 'an hour after Mrs. Poree and
Broussard said, "My husband said Carlos Broussard were shot, police said three men-came in an wanted to talk to Diane.
including a tourist from Gadsen, Ala., were
"He and Diane got into an argument and wounded at a tiny park along Bourbon Street
when my husband asked Carlos to leave he in the French Quarter, several miles from
turned and shot him in the neck and then Broussard's home.
.
rW&ff.iXt.w.W!iff%£f*%»~.d.&WfiJW"AiJffW%1lf..-f.!fWRWI..#'MJ.lf~--~
..%
~

Kiesling. Neither Brown nor
Aragon received the 40 percent of
the vote required for election in the
initial voting.
Both candidated support improvements of the South Broadway
area's economy, better policecommunity relations in the area,
and revitalization of downtown.
Aragon supports the issuance of
city industrial~revenue bonds to
attract a chain supermarket for the
area.
Brown said he opposes transportation of nuclear w:astes
through
Albuquerque,
the
proposed West Mesa Airport, but
supports the concept of a civilian
review board.
The boundaries of District 3,
which includes the UNM area, are·
· roughly Girard to the east, 1-40 to
the north, Seventh St. to the west,
and the air base to the south.
The Polling places are as follows:
Pets. 94,95 and 106; East San
Jose Elementary School, 201? John
S.E.
Pets. 104 and 105; John Marshall
Community Center, 1500 Walter
S.E.
Pets. 101,223 and 224; I:Ieights
Community Center; 823 Buena
YisiaS.E.
Pets. 102 and 103; Lowell
Elementary School; 1700 Sunshine
Terrace S.E..
Pets. 131,132 and 133; 'united
Child Care Inc., 601 FourthS. W.
212,213
and
216;
. Pets.
Albuquerque High School; 800
Odelia N.E.

..

Pets. 215 and 358;
Auditorium, 600 Elm N.E.

~
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I Needs· Publicity
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Civic
ByD.MFLYNN

Asst. News Editor
Pets. 214 and 221;
Auditorium, 600 Elm N.E.

Civic

Pets.• 222, 225 and 226; Eugene
Field Elementary School, 700 Edith
S.E.
Pets. 241 and 242; Heights
Community Center, 800 Buen~
VistaS.E.
·Pets. 243 and 246; Heights
Community Center, 800 Buena·
Vista S.E.

With less than a month left to
collect 4,000 signatures, the
Albuquerque chapter of· the·
National Organization for the
Reform. of Marijunana Laws
(NORML) ·will be asking the
ASUNM Senate for approximately
$300 to publicize NORML's
petition drive, Aiex Kap director of
the chapter said.

Kaplan said, "prospects look
grim"
for the, group Which must
The' polls open 8 a.m. Tuesday·
and close at 7 p.m. Bars in the collect the 5,633 signatures require<d
district are ailowed to remain open. to file an initiative, or statement of
intent. NORML has collected
approximately 1,600 signatures of
• registered voters so far, he said.
The organization will be
requesting. the funds of ASUNM in
order to advertise its petition drive
in hopes of getting the required
number of signatures by Dec. 3,
Kaplan said. NORML originally
asked $1,775 of the senate, the bill
was tabled indefinitely by the senate
because there were no funds
available at that time, Dave Garcia
ASUNM vice president said.
·

Solomon Brown

· Kaplan said he thinks the senate
will appropriate NORML money
because nine-senators-elect said
they would give the organization
money during the last week's

LOBO photo by W. T. Hunt

AlaK Kaplan, director of Alb.
chapter of NORML.

general election.
The petition asks that the laws be
changed from a maximum penalty
of $50 and or 15 days in jail to $25
maXimum civil fine for possession
of less than one ounce of
marijua.na.
rhere are 10 states that have
decriminilized penalties for
possession of less than one ounce:
Alaska, California, Colorado,
Oregon, New York, North
. Carolina, Ohio, Mississippi, Maine
and Minnesota.
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Israel Issues Warning

(UPl)~lsrael Monday warned
Palestinian Guerrillas in Southern
Lebanon it might respond with
more than artillery fire across the
tense frontier if they persist in their
rocket attacks in violation of a sixweek-old cease-fire.
The strong words from Israel
came in a report from the frontier
b th
·
1 d'
Y e state-run nattona ra 10 as
Arab 1ea ders engaged 10
· a f1 urry of
d'tp1oma t'tc ac t'lVl't y centenng
·
on
1
h G
Pans to reconvene t e eneva
MI'ddl e Eas t peace ta Jk s.
·
forces 10
· sout hern
Pa1es t .tman
.
d
L ebanon Sun d ay ftre roc kets at
the Israeli costal town of Nahariya,
killing two civilians. Israel returned
artillery fire.

TYPING SERVICE
•
•
•

Professional
Reasonable
.
IBM Se Iec t ncs
268-8515
Kinko's
2312 Central

-~============-

"If the attacks continue, then the
return fire will not be enough," the
radio's correspondent at the
frontier quoted security forces ads
telling him in what was interprete
as a veiled threat to send in ground
troops.
"The report reinforced a warning
by Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
h tl ft th tt k
th f'rst
s or Y a er e a ac ~ e 1
t'n more than a month - that Israel
wou ld sec.k revenge for th e born
. b d
t
ar men ·
"I hope that tht's a ttack on
Nah anya
· tsno
·
t the begt'n nmgo
·
f the
"
W
·
d
f
th
f'
en
e cease- Ire,
eztamn
said.
Reports from the Lebanese. side
of the border said sporadic shelling
continued Monday, but fighting
had subsided. Israeli tanks and
armored personnel carriers were
sent to Sou them Lebanon in
September to assist Christian forces
fighting Palestinian guerrillas and
Lebanese leftists ncar the frontier.
T:hey were withdrawn when the
cease-fire was signed Sept. 26 .

°

Jordan's King Hussein shuttled
between Arab C!lpitals Monday to
discuss terms for reconvening the
Geneva Conference. Jn Cairo, a
visiting Canadian leader predicted
the conference will be held soon.
Canadian External Affairs
.Minister Donald Jamieson, who
. wound up a three-day visit to Cairo
Monday, after visiting Israel last
month, said he believed the two
nations are "coming closer
together" on the question of
Palestinian representaioJJ.
Hussein· met with Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat to discuss
strategy before flying to Damascus
for a surprise visit with President
Hafez Assad, his second trip to
Syria in a week. He landed hours
before Saudi Foreign Minister
Prince Saud was scheduled to
arrive.

B. I· b Ie

($10.00 Value)
ABSOLUTELY
NO STRINGS
ATTACHED

Sundau
November 13
~
10om to 4 pm onl••
~

No appoinhryen~
necessary-lust
come between
lOa.m. &4P..m.

A Christmas offer' to UNM, U of A and TVI Students,
Faculty & Staff and immediate family: wife, husband,
children, mother, father.

Dress wo.rm, outdoor light will be used

Dogs. cats, pets welcome

265-2444

A. - Photographer
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By United Press International

r•ood tii•Ctl•ms Mount •o
1·0
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ASHEVILLE, N.C. - Workers digging through mud and rubble
d
ou. n seven bodies Monday in the flood-ravaged Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina, boosting the number of victims in
Sunday's flash flooding to at least l 0.
G
ov. James B. Hunt made an aerial tour of the region and said he
would declare it a disaster area and seek federal relief. Officials
estimated damage in the tens of million.s of dollars.
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Barned : ,_..

Jim Markham for !he top Hollywood Cclcbnllc~ whose hair he
ruts. And nuw it's available to yotr. Rif,:hl here. Fdr,l wh()h: lot
b~ th,w $55. Along- With the l'fOdUCl~ dcSI!,lncd tO C11Dblc your
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Jury Selection Underway

•
:

(Perms &
BodyWaves)

'"-I
..::~.. 255-0166

KEY TOPICS:-

sell yourself, future job markets, Improve job chances, finding help,
resumes, leUers, Interviews. The author has an MBA and MEd. Work Includes high
~choollco_llege teaching, industrial hiring and personnel work. His chemistry problems OOok
1s In Its third edition.
_
Oualltypaper,sof1cover,48pages8112x11.
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SA VI:
SPECIAL PRICE t2.95 each. money back privi[edge

ACT N 0 W . Send chock orrequest FREE details.
Gary Himes, 1323 D?epp_ Dnve
Carlsbad, New Mex1co 88220
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the time being, "Powell said.
Powell said the administration
has broached the subject of limiting
the program with the Soviets. "We
would like to reach an agreement
that avoids what we consider would
be a destabizing area of competition.
"This prospect; I think is quite
clear, would be destabilizing in
much the same way that prospects
for A BM competition were
destabilizing and that the
development and deployment of
such weapons by both sides will
have as their primary result the
enhancement of the possibilities of
a first strike," He said.
"We have not begun to deal with
it with them in great detail at this
point," Powell said, "But that
process is continuing and we ... will
proceed, in the interim, with our
program in a methodical and
adequate fashion."

-----------

I Name
I Address
I

1G1ty, ~late, zip

I Send FREE detafls, I have enclosed a

1self·addressed stamped enllefope,
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JOB SEEKING GUIDE
Help yourself open the door to a satisfactory and meaningful
career. Valuable booklet tells how to earn more money/get a
job/or a better job. Easy to readlvita/Jpractica/.
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. - The long-awaited trial to determine the :
• authenticity of the co-called "Mormon will" - a strange hand- e
• scrawled, three-page document purportedly written by the late •
• Howard Hughes ~got underway Monday with the questioning of the •
• first of200 potential witnesses.
•
•
It has been estimated that the trial could last from six to eight •
• months Ultimately, eight jurors and four alternates will be selected to •
• hear the case.
•
•
•
•
•
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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New Mexico

hmr to perform Its natural best. Call for an ilppointml.!nt now.

International
(15% off
A U01SeX
•
5 8 I00 w/current
ID)
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WASHINGTON
(UP I)
President Carter is concerned a
"major arms race" may develop
around killer satellites which the
Soviet Union apparently already
has tested, Press Secretary Jody
there," Hamblen said. "lt it comes Powell said Monday.
off, somebody will have have to
" We are concerned about the
take it off besides me."
prospect of the major superpowers
Boehm obviously was un- being involved in an accelerated
comfotable with the situation, but major arms race in this area,"
stood firm.
Powell told reporters.
"Even though it sounds
Powell volunteered his comstrange," Boehm said, "It is an ments, saying, "We have expressed
advertising stgn advertistng our concern to the Soviets."
"We do feel...it would be unChristianity and religion, and is
fortunate if the United States and
illegal."
the
Soviet Union became involved
Hamblen's wife, Eudine, said the
in
competition
in this area," Powell
interstate was routed through their
said.
farmland against their wishes.
The Pentagon has announced the
"(We) had to take the price the
Soviets
have conducted several
state offered for the property
experiments
that appear to involve
, whether we like it or not," Mrs.
by one space
simulated
attacks
Hamblen said. "But what bothers
me most is that if they can take that satellite against another.
On the U.S. side, "We do have
scripture off our barn, then later
an
R- D (research and development)
they might be able to come into my
program
in that area which we
house and take away the Bible."
consider to be quite adequate for

Tlu: $55 Haircut is avaliJtble for a whole h1tles.!. al:

•
•
•
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RALEIGH, N.C. - Daniel R. Webster, a confessed killer who
bagered a jury to give him the death sentence, committed suicide in his
death row cell by slashing his arm and neck with a razor blade prison
officials said Monday.
'
Central Prison Warden Sam Garrison said Webster left a lengthy
note saying he decided to commit suicide after he prayed and communicated with God. The warden said there had been no earlier indication that Webster, 51, was suicidal.

called Rod Boehm, right-of -way
property manager·
"I told him that l was not going
to take the sign off because I felt
like God told me to put it on

It'~ nut for just anyone. But if yot,.t care :~hmu your looks, we
think you'll nnd it's fu~t f(Jr you. The S55 H;iircu!. Crc.1tcd hy

•

•

Commits Suicide

To Faculty Senate Today
Parking Recommendations Issued
By ROBERT R. LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
The Campus Planning Com- ·
mittee' s recommendations on
parking will be presented to the
Faculty Senate this afternoon,
committee chairperson Estelle
Rosenblum said at a committee
meeting Thursday.
The Faculty Senate meeting
begins at 3:20-p.m. today in the
Kiva.
Rosemblum said the plan the
committee supports is one
recommended by the trafficengineering firm which conducted a
transportation study at UNM
between February 1976 and
February 1977.
This plan consists of:
--Continuing parking on the
North Campus for the Central
Campus, and paving the dirt lots

••

RestrictionS Ti,.hten
::1'

~~1~7~1~7~G~i~r~a~r~d=N~E:!::=::=~o~f~l~n~d~i~an=Sc;~h=o~o=·===~ h~0~~;~ ~~~s~r~~~~~:~~\~~~a~~ A New Arms Race?
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WASHINGTON -The State Dept., admitting it had not realized
12 Ugandan police pilots were training in the United States, Monday
announced tighter visa restrictions for Ugandans.
St t D
k
a e. ept. spo esman John H. Trattner confirmed a report by
colummst Jack Anderson that 12 Ugandan police pilots are being
trained by Bell Helicopter in Fort Worth, Texas.
Th
k
'd h
. e sp,~. e~man sat t e United States "would have reviewed it very
senously Jflt had been aware beforehand of the training program.

•
•

MOUNT JULIET, Tenn. (UP!)- Mount Juliet farmer John
Hamblen says the Lord told him to
paint a Bible verse on his barn roof
and until the Lord advises him
other wise, that's where it will stay
despite state efforts to have it
·
removed.
"Repent and be ba btised every
one or you in the name of Jcsus
Christ. Acts 2:8," reads the
misspelled, hand-lettered sign
visible to motorists driving on
interstate 40 some J7 miles east of
Nashville.
State Dept. of Transportation
officials asked Hamblen to remove
the scripture sign or said they would
paint it over for him. They say,
because of a federal ruling issued in
1972 which allows advertising only
on the premises of a firm which
erected the sign.
·
Hamblen, who has owned his
farm for 30 years, said the Tran·
sportation Dept. sent "a great, big,
thick book" about the law which
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WASHINGTON (UP!) the Supreme Court agreed
Monday to rule whether
Congress violated the Constitution when it set a $560
million limit on damages that
may be claimed after a nuclear
power plant accident.
Congress in 1957 sought to
spur pri vale construction of
new-technology power plants
by approving a ceiling on
liability for any accident that
might occur at one of the
facilities.

there. This parking would no longer
be free; the Jots would be controlle_d
by gates and would cost .25 cents a
day.
--Expanding shuttle-bus service
between the North and Central
campuses.
--Consturcting
approximately
1800 new parking stalls at various
places on the North and Central
campuses, including a parking deck
over an existing lot at the southeast
corner of Lomas and Yale.
--Obtaining an equitable share of
University levied parking fines
which now go entirely to the city.
--Eliminating the purchase of
individual sole-use parking stalls.
--Charging visitors, 50 cents a
day to park.
--Widening Yale and Girard near
Lomas and altering routes of access
and circulation on the North

Campus. ·
--encouraging walking, bicycling
and riding the bus.
The total parking related cost of
this program is estimated at
$5,374,000.
The plan also involves two
parl<ing-fee schedules proposed by
the parking subcommittee of the
campus planning committee.
One
schedule
proposed
graduated fees for parking. permits
for faculty and staff, based on
personal income. This schedule
suggests a $36 per-semester fee for
students. Faculty-staff fees would
range from $52 to $96.
The other schedule recommends
uniform fees of $40 for students
and $60 for faculty and staff.
The planning committee has not
made a decision on which schedule
to recommend to the Regents.

Dr. Jonn Carney, chairperson ot
the parking subcommittee, said the
first of several public meetings on
parking is tentatively scheduled for
Nov. 15 at 5 p.m. in the Kiva ..
On a related matter, the com·
mittee voted unanimously Thur·
sday to recommend that the
Regents not implement part of the
proposed parking plan for five
years.
The plan suggests installing 120
parking stalls for health-sciences
staff on land next to the physics and
astronomy building. The building
is on the northeast corner of Lomas
and Yale •.
Dr. Victor Regener, head of
physics and astronomy, told the
committee, "This land is a research
laboratory, not an empty lot."
Regener said that research
balloons are launched from the

For Effect on Members

ISWU Studies Wage Hike
By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
Thein dependent Student Workers Union (ISWU) is
organizing an ad hoc committee with the financial aids
offices to study the effect of the minimum wage increase on it's members-work-study students and part
time workers.·
The minimum wage will increase in January from
$2.35 to $2.65.
Rudy Miera, an organizer of the meeting for ISWU,
said, "Student workers will have to make the decision
on the ad hoc committee of foregoing raises so
everyone has jobs or some people have jobs and others
arc laid off.
"We want to get the raise and everyone to keep their
jobs. We want the University to pick up the extra

Med Student Appeals
To Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- A medical school student is entitled to a
hearing before being dismissed and thus stigmatized in seeking employment in the field of medicine, a Kansas City lawyer told the Supreme
Court Monday.
"If the school slams the door... it is foreclosure of employment oppornities," said the Att. Arthur Benson.
The Case, involving the dismissal of Charlotte Horowitz from the
University of Missouri's Medical School in Kansas City, is one of several
before the court this term dealing with rights of university students.
It will be decided by writte'n opinion later this term.
Justice William Rehnquist asked Bensn whether his reasoning wouldn't
carry over to the "flunking out" of any student from college or even high
school
Benson said that might well be, but that in many situations hearings can
be informal and might consist of no more than a chat with the dean. Many
educational institutions follow this custom, he said.
Benson said in Horowitz' case, "The major weakness was that she had
no chance to appear before the university coordinating committee
to ... rebut the statements about her."
·
Horowitz was dismissed on grounds of deficiencies in clinical competence, peer and patient relations, personal hygiene and ability to accept
criticism.
One of the problems cited was her failure to wear a clean white coat.
She had been admitted to the school with advanced standing, since she
held degrees elsewhere.
·
Horowitz, dressed in a red plaid suit: was in the court chamber for the
arguments. She told reporters later she is living in the Washington area, is
unemployed and is studying at the National Institutes of Health.
The university appealed to the Supreme Court after the 8th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals held she was stigmatized by her dismissal and that her
. chances of remaining in the medical field were damaged.
She thus was deprived of liberty under the Constitution and should have
had a hearing, the opinion said.
Att. Marvin Wright of Columbia, Mo., representing the university, toJd
the justices Horowitz' dismissal "did not come as a bolt of lightning." He
said she was notified twice by letter of her deficiencies and had numerous
consultations with school personnel.
But Wright conceded in reply to questions that Horowitz "would be
somewhat less attractive" to other medical schools or to employers by
virtue of her dismissal.
The university argued earlier that the courts were improperly addressing
a maHer which should be left to educators.
Circle K lntcrnalional \\.-!ll hold il~ \\·cckl;' 111\!cling
Thumln:., Nov. 10, nt 7 p,ll\, ill rnl, 230 or the

suu.
SCEC..' will hold n mce1it1~ 1od:1y n! 7:30p.m. iu rm.

money for the minimum wage increase."
Miera said, "The student workers need the raise.
We don't want any people cut off work."
He cited the duck pond, the constuction of the press
box, UNM President William Davis's house
renovations, and the UNM funded trip to Mexico for
Gov. Jerry Apodaca as examples of the extra money
the University has. "The University can afford to pay
all the work-study and part time workers at the increased minimum wage without layoff."
Leon Bonney, president and organizer of the ISWU,
said, "The committee is still in the organizing process
so there is no definite date for the meeting."
"Afier the financial Aids Office limited the
students to working only 15 hours a week this semester
because of a cut in federal funds, any other cut-backs
would be devastating for working students," he said.

area, and that an antenna to truck
the ballons is there.
.
The area is also occupied by a
"solar pond" being used to study
the collection of solar energy with
salt water, said Regencr.
Regener emphasized that,
although part of the land is now
unused, a parking lot on the site
would preclude its future use, and
would destroy the solar project.
He said that it is necessary to
have such a site next to the
department building to enable
research to be done in close
proximity to data-collection and
computing equipment.
The committee recommended
that the future of the site be
reconsidered after five years.
The committee also unanimously
passed a resolution "to facilitate
the planning" of an outpatient
clinic which the administration of
Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCJy!C) would like to see built on
the North Campus.
The land in question is bounded
oy Tucker Ave., Yale Blvd.· and
Camino de Salud. The UNM
observatory is on the site, which
otherwise contains only a parking
lot.
Wegner said the proposed clinic
would include it's own parking
beneath the building. The
resolution passed by the committee
stipulates that the building of the
clinic involve a "negligible loss of
parking space."
The observatory would have to
be demolished and reconstructed
elsewhere if the clinic were built,
University Architect Van Dorn
Hooker told the committee.
Wegner said funds for this purpose
would be included in the clinic bond ..

~~--------~~------~--------------~
The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico
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Popejoy Hall
We wish to thank the following for their contributions to the success of the Royal Tattoo in honor of
Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain:
Governor Jerry Apodaca
Col. Archer L. Durham, USAF, Commandor, 1606th Air Wing
Capt. Leo Profilet, USN, and the men and women of NROTC, UNM
Lt. Col. Edwin Conley Jr., USAF, and the men and women of AFROTC,
UNM
The UNM Marching Band, Harold Van Winkle, Director
The UNM Gymnastic Team, Rusty Mitchell, Coach
The Popular Entertainment Committee, ASUNM
Mr. Thomas Hogg, Asst. Dean of Students, UNM
Mr. John Sobrero, Director of Food Services, SUB, UNM
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Briggs, Albuquerque
Mr. Victor Bachetti, Albuquerque
Price's Dairy of Albuquerque
Southwest Distributing Co. of Albuquerque
Mr. William Bowen, Physical Plant, UNM
The Campus Police, UNM, Berry Cox, Chief
The Public Information Office, UNM, Jesse Price, Director

And Special Thanks To
The Media of Albuquerque for their splendid
coverage of this very special event.
David 'Epstein, Chairman,
The Cultural Pmgram Committee
William]. Martin, Director
Popejoy Hall
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Editorial

When in 1951J "William Faulkner
won the Nobel Prize for Literature
he said in his acceptance speech, "I
believe· man will not only endure; he
will prevaii.""Despite disheartening
setbacks in the quest for peace,
Faulkner's bold affirmation can still
be a rallying point _for those who
trust in the future.

Bend the Rules
z
:<

When rules don't fit, they ought to be bent and we're glad most

~ UNM teachers are bending the rules on closed week.

2:,

&

One party got a lot of votes during a very small turn-out during last
week's ASUNM election by promising to work for a more definite
academic enforcement on closed week. As it stands now, no new
material is to be introduced and no tests are to be given during closed
week (the last week of a semester).
That policy is ridiculous and we are glad that most of the professors
·
we've encountered ignore it.
FOR INSTANCE, how many times have you had a heavy exam week
schedule lightened by a professor who decides to give the final exam on
the last day of class? Granted, this would be disastrous if every teacher
gave a test on the last day of class, but they don't, and the present
system works out to the students' advantage most of the time.
And being realistic about It, how can students expect a teacher to
spend one week reviewing for a final exam? They don't spend three
·
class periods reviewing for mid-terms.
A teacher who teaches a course for 15 weeks and then reviews for a
week is cheating serious students who are paying for as much as they
can get for their dollars. We are happy to say we've never encountered
professors who stopped teaching and started reviewing the entire final
week.
CERTAINLY STU DENTS are entitled to some review, but one week
is a bit much.
Til is idea of enforcing closed week policy is strictly for the juvenile
mind which wants to get out of as much work as it possibly can.
The present system is working fine as the faculty bends the rules to
benefit the students. Let's leave it alone.

Soap of Sam
We don't. want to sound York women, had a fit the other
flippant or pre-judge a man, but day while watchillg a soap opera.
"Son of Sam" suspect David Doctors. said Berkowitz sudde11ly
Berkowitz can't be all that crazy.
started shouting in a high, uninBERI<OWITZ, who will probably telligible voice while watching
plead guilty by reason of insanity to "Days Of Our Lives.''
charges that he murdered six New
Need we say more?

It's Only Fair
Like it or not, your semester tuition is probably going up next year.
Most UNM rf)presentatives came away from the Board of
Educational Finance (BEFI meeting last weekend firmly convi11ced that
UNM tuition will rise next academic year. How much? There are no
estimates yet, but you can bet it'll cost more than a bus ride. 111 fact, it'll
probably be somewhere around the cost of a bus pass- $27.

'

ALTHOUGH THIS WILL be the second tuition jump in three years,
do11't lose heart. It could be worse. Only the Texas state university
system has a_lower tuitioll among state universities in states that border
New Mexico.
While on the surface it looks like UNM students get a break when
compared with neighboring state universities, we actually get the shaft
in our state.
Because of a formula used by the BEF in determining tuition credit
for New Mexico's six universities, a higher percentage of tax dollars
actually goes to the three smaller state colleges-- Eastern New Mexico,
Western New Mexico and New Mexico Hi~hlands.
LEONARD GARCIA, ASUNM lobby committee chairman, is urging
UNM representatives to work for a uniform tuition credit for all state
universities and has promised that the lobby group will work for the
same goal.
We fully support Garcia in his effort and we wish him the best of luck
in achieving it.
It's only fair that the state give UNM, the largest university in the
state and the one that has produced most of the state's reknowned
graduates, the same break it gives the little schools.
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Grass Prohibition
Editor:
I would like to remind J. S. McBride (LOBO 10/20) that prohibition is
in existence right now as far as marijuana goes. Before 1937 it was
legal, cheap and not part .of organized crime's money-making schemes
at all. The then director of the Federal Narcotics Bureau needed to
convince Congress to appropriate money to expand his department, He
convinced them that· Marijuana was the most dangerous substance
arou11d (see: Reefer Madness) and that he needed more agents and
money. Well, he got all he wanted and we got the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. If you don't believe me check with the law school library.
When that director (I don't remember his name) retired, he confessed
that he had greatly exaggerated both the dangers and abundance of
marijuana traffic in order to expand his little piece of bureaucracy.
This is prohibition now J. S. McBride. And marijuana prohibition will
meet the same fate as alcohol prol1ibition. And maybe the FBI will go·
back to narcotics and leave the rest of us the hell alone.
Terry Mulcahy

Disableds Increase

Editor:
Here at UNM, the number of physically disabled students has increased at a tremendous rate. Over the last 10 years the number of
severely disabled UNM students has risen at least 600 per cent.
It's time UNM students began thinking about why "awareness" is
neccessary. To help you get started, here are some things to think
about:
--Parking - Blue "H" zones are reserved for persons whose disability
makes special places not a convenience, but a neccessity. Are you
parked in a blue zone?
--Elevators - Most UNM elevators have buttons too high for many
people in wheelchairs to reach due to the awkward angle imposed on
them by the wheelchair. If you see a disabled person at an elevator,
make his day - push the button.
--Restrooms - How would you you get your wheelchair into a small
stall and then transfer out of it onto the "throne"? Someday you may
need to know.
--Curb Cuts - What if there aren't any, and your first class is across
the street? Do you jump it and go to class with a broken arm?
--Sight lines - Blind students often utilize canes to find their way.
But to use a cane, one needs some sort of line (like a wall or sidewalk
edge( to guide them. Think about getting to Mitchell from Education in
10 minutes using a cane- of course without falling flat on your face.
· --Or what if you're a deaf student and your professor lectures into the
blackboard?
Leslie Donovan
President, Disabled on Campus
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Finally Equal

Editor:
My, my, my, let's hear it for the poor, deprived, discriminated
against, White male. The whole world seems to be so much against
them that sympathy and a shoulder to cry on should be offered. BULLJ
It appears that now that the employment situation of Whites and
minorities has been "forced" to be on an alleged even keel, due to
government actions, White males are suddenly screaming
discrimination. These so called "quotas" are no longer favored, in
employment and education positions, because of the fact that they are
White males, nor are they favored over others because the "others"
just happened to be minorities. So in fact, White males are forced to
compete in a system that finally seemed to be heading towards
"equality" of employment and education with all things taken into
account, including the acceptance of White male failings.
The word "equality" came from the late 1960's and early 1970's,
screamed by White liberal America. Now they have the audacity to
attempt to take back what little they thought they gave. But, Mr. White
Male, you need not worry over soemthing as trivial as a quota in the
NMPIRG. Statics show that you are well ahead and that your loss of
power due to quotas is so insignificant that is immeasurable.
A 20 per cent minority quota is discrimination, from the White male
viewpoint. But would not the same logic hold that the 80 per cent quota
on White males is a limit or discrimination factor against minorities?
Who is to say that there are not more than 20 per cent qualified
minorities?
Erenio .Gutierrez
Barbara Thayer

by Garry Trudeau
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Guest Opinion
by Herbert Meredith Orrell

In 1950 the super-powers did not
yet possess the capability of
destroying one another. Now they
do. And if this were not enough, tlti> coldest ol the cold warriors,
- with each new weapon--the N- l<ennan has recently said that if
bomb, the Cruise missile, the MX co11ventional methods fail, he
missile--the chances of preventing hopes his country will have the
a nuclear holocaust proportionately boldness and the imagination to try
decline. We may be sure that the unilateral initiatives.
same deadly process is under way
There is no doubt that . a
in Russia and China, as well as in prodigious job of education will be
America, and perhaps in other necessary to allay the public's fears
countries also. It is clear that a about so unconventional an apworld bent on destroying itself is no proach as unilateral disarmament.
Planning therefore should begin
longer sane.
now. Let there be 24-hour a day
·On May 23, 1978 the United teach-ins at the universities, in the
Nations will convoke a special five- public schools and in the churches.
week session on disarmament. This
meeting, like no other, will test the Let city councils allocate a portion
super-powers' professions of of tax receipts to promote peace.
peace. I urge my government to Let the labor unions eschew further
play a leading role in this venture. lobbying for dubious ventures such
By then I trust President Carter will as the B1 bomber and the Trident
' have constructed a plan for general submarine and instead direct their
outstanding talents to converting
disarmament.
our war economy into a peace
But if he has not and if the economy. (It has to be done sooner
administration pays no more than or later, so why not now?l If
lip service to disarmament, then the Americans can be alerted to the
American people must rise up and dangers to the consumer, they can
call a halt to the rnad momentum of also be alerted to the infinitelv
the arms race. They must demand
immediate initiatives in unilateral
disarmament.
And if the call to disarm is
ignored, it must be enforced by a
general strike, the aim of which will
be to cause massive disruption in
our economic life, jam the gears of
the war machine, and thus compel
the Carter administration to sit
down with chosen representatives
of the people to work out the
methods and procedures for
unilateral disarmament. Not a
factory wheel will turn, not a plane
will fly, not a drop of oil will be
pumped, and not a truck will roll on
the highway until. satisfactory
arrangements have been developed
to begin the process of disarmin~.
Although unilateral disarmament should be flexible enough
to contain a "number of options,
some of the possibilities are as
follows: troop wihdrawals from
Europe, Asia and Africa; drastic
cuts in the defense budget;
inactivation of ICBM's and its silos;
the closing of laboratories engaged
in weapons research; and a permanent ban on nuclear testing.
Risky though unilateral disarmament may be, it is no more risky .
than the course we are presently
following, a course which, to most
thoughtful persons, can only end in
total disaster. Unilateral disarmament is part and parcel of the
humanist faith that mankind prefers
life to death, a faith which is the
basic underpinning of civilization. It
strives to cut through the absolutist
stereotypes of the Russians, or the
Chinese, as perverted monsters
seeking the downfall of the westEirn
world. It assumes what whatever
else the Russian leaders may be,
they are not madmen. They, too,
are human beings with a stake in
survival.
Unilateralism
therefore
assumes that if one side takes the
initiative in disarmament, the other
will reciprocate in kind, even
though a generation of the old war
may have made the Russians incorrigibly suspicious of America's
intentions. Such a stand must be
backed with courage, perseverance
and trust. Fortunately unilatera!ism
has won some distinguished
supporters--Bertrand- Russell, Erich
Fromm, George F. l<ennan, to
name but a few. Formerly one of

BUY1
GET1

counsellors and false prophets.
Their paths are strewn with
wreckage. They have misled us
grievously,
Let America corne back to her
senses. I hear America singing, said
Walt Whitman; let not America's

1

song degenerate into a snarl as
Amencans burrow for stale crust~
in a shattered world. Rise up anc;
strike a blow for peace. And even il
the worst has happened and we are
already enslaved by our weapons,
let us remember that slaves can anc
do revolt.

St1 lClAL OFFEn

greater dangers of an arms race
which is out of control.

COPIES FOR STUDENTS &

2

please

Powerful new weapons are on
the drawing board and colossal
sums will be pledged to produce
them. We musf call halt; enough!
Pay no further heed to cynics who
accept the arms buildup as
inevitable. Put no further trust in
the high-level thinkers and military
strategists. They are deceitful
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Correction

,,I
I

In last Friday's LOBO, Gerry
Bradley was incorrectly identified
as a member of the Irish Republican
Army. He should haved been
named as a member of the Irish
Republican Club.
Erin Go Bragh, Gerry, and we
regret the error.
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Monday - Friday
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I England Dan & 1
Mary MacGregor

NewMexica
Daily Laba
The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:

Also Comedian

Billy Braver

''I

Thursday Nov. 10/8/pm/Civic Auditorium
Tickets Availanle At:
•
•
•
•

Alb. Tir.ket Agency in Coronado Center (883-1080)
General Store Both Locations
LP Goodbuy Both Locations
The Candymen In Santa Fe

A Blue Ice Production

New Mexico Daily Lobo
UNM aox 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Lobo Gymnasts Face Europeans

Happy Days Ate Hete Ago.in
on writing and film production.
Jly ,JANE QUESNEL
Surrounded by former professors After graduation, he debated
and hopeful students lookng to several months before finally
follow in his footsteps, Brian moving to Los Angeles for a try at
Levant, writer for Happy Days, sat breaking into television writing.
in the Experimental Theater After writing a speculative script,
recently, lecturing on the craft of he was picked up by the William
writing for television. Levant Morris Agency. Two long and
returned to UNM (his alma mater) difficult years later, he won a spot
as a part of the month-long videoc on the writing staff of the hit TV
flim festival that is winding up in series Happy Days, of which he is
still a member.
the Theater Arts Dept.
"The wfiter is still pushed
Levant received a Bachelor of
around
a lot in Hollywood,"
University Studies from UNM,
Levant
said,
further stating that he
Brinn Levnnt
which allowed him to concentrate
has no say in the casting of his
scripts and retains very little control
over his material. Although writing
~-.
an individual half-hour episode can
net Levant $5300 working as part of
a seven man team entails coming up
with approximately 16 shows out of
24 each season, and putting in at
least 70 work hours a week.
1-ialrcut and Style
What makes it all worthwhile is
And Body
the collaborative effort of the
Wave
writers, director, cast and crew.
With
Levant .finds himself repeatedly
Student
amazed at the high quality of
'ID
ensemble
acting,
and
the
willingness of the cast to repeat a
scene over and over,. maintaining
the discipline to repeat it exactly the
same way each time.
Using the three-camera filming
technique pioneered by the old .J
Love Lucy show, Happy Days is
rehearsed like a stage play,
beginning on Monday morning and
culminating in a final taping Friday
evening. Although the sets are
usually built and ready to go by
Monday
(even if they have to be
Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look.
stolen
from
some other current
20% Off Regular Price With Your Student I D
production,) the cast is only doing
the first read-through of that
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
week's script, as well as glancing at
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The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy Hall

Tickets Now Available For:
The Broadway Bluegrass Musical Hit

"The Robber Bridegroom"

a projected script for the next
week's filming. On Wednesday the
cast gives a rehearsal for the writers
to watch who then spend Wednesday and Thursday nights rewriting until the wee hours of the
morning. On Thursday th_e cameras
come in and block the angles, and
by Friday afternoon's dress
rehearsal, everything's ready . to
roll.
The dress rehearsal is watched by
an audience of brownies, cub
scouts, girl scouts and other youth
groups. Since no one under 16 is
allowed at the final taping Friday
night, Levant says the crew
welcomes the chance to do
something special for the kids.
"Henry Winkler goes through
afterward shaking hands, and they
go home and never wash them
again," he smiles.
Brian Levant holds the Happy
Days cast in high regard, saying,
"The entire cast are very fine actors; we have to depend on them a
lot." He openly expresses his
admiration for Henry Winkler
("really a fine actor") and for
Ronnie Howard ("a really clever
guy") \Vho is eager to do more
·sophisticated, more mature films.
With his father, Howard coauthored the bang-,'em-up film
Grand Theft Auto, and also
directed a film for Roger Corman.
However gratifying the ticket
returns may have been, Ron
Howard is really not satisfied yet
and hopes to do more writing and
directing, this time in a more
serious vein, Levant said.
Fonzie' s role began as a minor
character billed at the end of the
credits. It was Henry Winkler's
talent that helped develop the

The University of New Mexico
ccShakespeare's People''
Sunday, November 27-8:15 p.m.
Tickets $7.00, $6.00,$5.00
Students, Faculty/Staff- 1/2 Price
Hilarious Travesty Dance Company

"Les Ballets Trockadero
de Monte Carlo"
Featured on Shirley MacLain Special
and Johnny Carson Show
Two Performances - Two Different Programs
Mon., Tues.- Dec. 5,6-8:15 p.m.
Tickets: $9.00, $7.50,$6.00
UNM Students -1/2 Price

Tickets Available At Popejoy
; · and Student Union Box Offices
-·.
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Literary!Arts Magazine
Advisory Board
is now accepting applications
for the position of

Editor-In-Chief
Applications will be reviewed by the Advisory board:
Rudy Anaya- Creative Writing Department
Gene Frumkin - Creative Writing Department
Rod Lazorik- Art Department
Mickie McConnell - Art Department
Marta Weigle- Student Publications Board
and the magazine interim staff.
Selected applicants will be interviewed by the advisory Board at
10:00 a.m. Wednesday, November 16 in Marron Hall room 104.
Applications are available in Marron Hall room 105 ·
between 8i30 a.m. and 4:30p.m. daily.
Deadline for returning application~ to Mnrrou Hall room 105
is 12:00 noon Thnrsda). November 10.

old, Gustav Tannenberger, who
finished 18th in Montreal with a
111.75 overall and 19-year-old Jan
Migdau, 9.00 average at the
European championships.
Leading the U.S, men's team are
Mike Wilson of Oklahoma, who
placed fourth in the all around in
the NCAA championships last
year, Tim LeFleur of Minnesota,
who finished seventh in the NCAA
and Jay Whelan, who took loth
lOth in the United States Gym-

with a !04 5 total
ampJons Jps
·
'
The Czech women • 5 team,
forecast to be an international
power by the 1980 Moscow
Olympics, is led by tO-year old
Mattina Pexova and her 11 year old
teammtae Jana Labakova, said to
be the next "Olga and Nadia" of

intcrnation~t rrumnn<lir<.

The U.S. women's team will be
made up of ~5-year-old Merilyn
Chapma? of DJablo, Cal., 13-yearold Leslie Pyfer of Eugene, Ore.,
12-year-old Stephanie Willim of
Bethe~da, Md., 12-year-old Kristi
Rechhn of. Scottsdale, Ari., ISyear-old . Lmda Kardos of East
Van~ergnft, Pa. and 11-year-old
Jackie Cassella of South Hampstead, NY,

born~

Happy Days is now in its fifth
season, and a sixth season appears
imminent, although as Levant says,
"You can only do a show for· so
long." Remaining vital is a major
problem with any long-running
show. One projected episode will be
a look into the future, avoiding the
triteness of flashback programs.
Levant is uncertain what each of
the characters will be doing when
projected into the 60's or 70's, but
this glimpse ahead will certainly
provide some suprises for all Happy
Days fans.

TM

Twelve year old Kristi Rechlin of Scottsdale, Ari. performs on the uneven
parallel bars. She and her teammates will compete against the Czech international symnastic team Saturday night at UNM Arena.

"All ·Stars Down Germa.hs
By (;EORGE GESNER
Peter Klinch lived up to his
name as the soccer magician as he
scored the prestigious "hat trick"
as the New Mexico All Stars
outdistanced the touring German
Air Force team 3-1 ,
The West Germans drew first
blood in the opening half when one
of their forwards outraced the All
Stars defense setting up a one-onone play with New Mexico goalie
Jorge Jacome. The score stayed at
1-0 until the closing moments of
the first half when Klinch accompanied by a pouring rain kicked
a sharp kick from the left corner to

Skynyrd?

UNM Students 112 Price

valid 1D (athletic, or student) will
be admitted free.
The men's optinal competition
will be Saturday night at the Arena
and will be held at the same time as
the women's competition. Ticket
prices for the Saturday night
matches are $6 reserved, $4 adult
general admission and UNM
students with JD can get in for $2.
Leading the Czech men's team
22-year-old Jiri Tabak, who
9.5 at the Montreal

character of Fonzie, shooting him
into second billing. Much of the
television writing depends on
defining a character and finding
what does or does not work with
that actor. The development of the
gimmick of Fonzic hitting
something and making it work,
open, deliver, etc. is a prime
example. However, without the
expertise of an actor who knows
how to carry these character
trademarks off, a gimmick can fail
to work and die as quickly as it was

Instrumental Miniatures" and "The Dumbarton Oaks
Concerto." The Concerto was named after the
Washington, D.C. estate owned by the patron who
commissioned the work from Stravinsky, and was
written for 15 instruments.
Two works by Milhaud will round out the program,
"Dixtuor (Little Symphony #5)" and "The Creation
of the World." Of these, the "Creation" is of particular interest, for Milhaud had visited Harlem before
composing it, and throughout the piece he incorporates ragtime syncopations and the blues third,
as well as using saxophones.

Tuesday, November 22-8: 15p.m.
Tickets $9.00, $7.50, $6.00

Sir Michael Redgrave in .

q~~gl?.~,J~u!!,'l!!.~1!, .!!!,~!! ~l!!c'!C[uerque

come to the UNM Arena Saturday
night
at
7:30
as
the
Czechoslovakian women's junior
national team and the men's team
compete against a U.S. men's and
women's squad.
The men's competition h11s been
declared as the official match
between the two countries. Both
teams will be required to do both
compulsory and optional exercises,
The
will be held
Firday

New music Ensemble Debuts
Just in case you've grown tired of your favorite
Mozart symphony, or the Beethoven concerto you've
always loved is beginning to wear, UNM has a new
performing group that just may make your evening.
The UNM New Music Ensemble, conducted by Joel
Rosenberg, will give its first concert tomorrow night at
8:15 in Keller Hall. No admission will be charged.
Although quite intimate in number (abaout two
dozen players,) the group is large in repertory for this
season's opening performance. The program consists
of works by Igor Stravinsky and Darius Milhaud.
The numbers by Stravinsky will be "Eight

~(9~ ~[])[]LN)(9
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MCA Records said that contrary
to reports in certain publications,
Lynyrd Skynyrd have made made
no decisions to disband as a result
of the tragic plane crash last Oct. 20
that claimed the lives of Ronnie
Van Zant, Steve Gaines and Cassie
Gaines.
A decision regarding the future
of the group will be made when all
the surviving members have
recovered from their injuries. Billy
Powell and Artimus Pyle of the
band have been released from the
Hospital

Vets on TV

KNME's "Voces Hispanas" with
Gilbert Armijo will host. UNM
Rolando Benavidez, Student
Veterans Association ·President
and ASUNM Sen. Rick Anaya, o~
Wednesday,. Nov. 9, at 6:30 p.m.
on Channel5-KNME.
Benavidez and Anaya will speak
about projects the UNM Student
Veterans Association are involve
with, and about the "Split Jobs
Program" for all veterans going to
SlE>S!>$SS'ISSSSSS>Sli~~$SSS>S!;s!SS'ISSSS$'iSSSS'ISSSSSS>S!>$sJ!t~ school in New Mexico.

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8amto5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

tie the score 1-1.
Almost 4000 fans braved the
inclement weather at the Sports
Stadium to stay for the final half.
Carlos Selgado set up the second
score with an excellent fake
enabling Klinch to kick in a
powerful shot.
Fans got a real treat in the final
portion of the half with the exciting
play of UNM's Tom Beuhler as he
made some excellent shots at the
goal, but was stopped each time by

a ~tub born goalie.
The final score came as Klinch
broke through a mob kicking a shot
in directly from the center. The
final moments of the game proved
the most thrilling although the
game's verdict was clearly decided
at that time.
The Germans showed a sign of
friendship before the game as they
presented each of the New Mexico
All Stars with a stein.

Big Bucks Raised
At Jog-A-Thon
An estimated $10,000 was raised
Saturday for minor sports at UNM
in a Jog-A-Than held at University
Stadium.
"lt was just super," said Looo
track coach Bill Silverberg, who
arranged for the event. "We had
about 1SO runners and they all did a
great job of getting sponsors to pay
for their laps and then in running,
walking, and jogging as hard as
they could."
The biggest contingents came
from the Lobo baseball and track
teams, headed by their respective
coaches, Vince Cappelli and
Silverberg, who totaled 40 laps in
the hour time limit. Cappelli
reportedly exceeded 20 laps.
One of the world's best runners,
Mike BQit of Kenya, ran 50 laps,

Call Us At 266-1981
3624 Central SE
dust East Of Carlisle
881-2212
262-1431
Montgomer!,l Plaza
515 Wyoming NE.

which matches the all-time record
while Lobo Harrison Koroso was
right behind with 49 laps. Another
Lobo, Peter Butler, had 48 laps
while teammates David Segura and
Jeremiah Ongwae had 45 each.

293-5120
.Juan Tabo Shopping Center
.Juan Tabo At Montgomery
256-7484
5701 Gibson Blvd. SE

Want to see a
ezech bounce?
If you missed Nadia here in '76
don't miss this exciting Gymnastics
competition!! Girls on both teams
are competing for spots on their
country's 1980 Olympic team.
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
JR. WOMEN'S TEAM
vs.
AMERICAN
JR. WOMEN'S TEAM

Christmas

l.-=-+==f' BOOK
SALE
ov 14-18
8am"-5pm

UNMPress
220 Journalism Building

(comer of Yale & Central)
See Our Ad In Thursday's Lobo

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW AT
Gymnastics Unlimited UNM Sports Ticket Office
Albuquerque Ticket Agency (Coronado Center) "

CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
NATIONAL TEAM
vs.
U.S. NATIONAL
TE_AM

SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 12
UNM ARENA
7:30pm
TICKETS:
RESERVED: $6.00
GEN'L: Adults$4,under 12$2,w/UNM ID $2

-

PERSONALS
I
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I
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i.

'

CCURATrl INFORMATION AIJOUT cootrncep·
rion, srcrilltqtion, ubortlon. Right to Choose, 294·
0171.
12/J
'eclal drink prim through the cocktail hour at
Ned's
IJ/8
ONTACTS?? Polishing & .1olufion~. Cnscy Optical
Comp•IIIY, 2~5-8736.
tfn
lllBRIAN HUSKY NEEDS good loving home with
lots of room. Calluflcr 6 a.m. ~68·1082.
11/11
;\SSPOirf, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. J1ast, pleasing. Call 265·2444 or
come to 17170irnrd NE.
11/18
HOI.E WHEAT !'IZZA with mushroom topping
for slices. Wed, Nov. 9, Perry's Pizza, 2004 Ccntml
SE. Across from UNM. Thick square pizza by the
slice and pun,
11/9
nc Albuquerque Men's Resource Group will meet
tQnight nt the Altern~tive Community Center ut
7:30p.m, Rm. 108, Girard&. Central, Everyone Is
welcome.
II /8
ESSUNA I'A LE PJZZU COMB NUNZIO- No
one makes piu.a like Nunzio's. 107 Cornell SE.
11/8

LOST AND FOUND

,

, .......
'

1.•
!
'
1.
I

I

.

ND YO\.JHSEL.r in 'the Pence Corps. Ortega 233.
2'17·590'1.
fs
OST: reversible jacket beige canvM, qrown·bcigc
wool plaid. l:liastlcizcd waist belt. $20.00 reward.
266·9415. Just wnnlthcjnckct.
II/I I
)UNO: ncar bookslorc, man's jacket. Claim Rrn.
105, Marron Htill.
11/1 I
>UNO: 1117 in SB section of sun, corner by clock,
lcllther jacket with keys. Claim Marron Hull, Rm.
105.
11/11
')S'f: thin gold chain, vicinity Johnson Gym.
1\cwurd. 268·72M.
I 1/14
:>ST: 10 In Pronto Saturday. Maria, 881-6780. t 1/8
JST: 12-weck orange striped male cat. On
Columbia Sll. Cull 255·8872; owner suffering
11/14
sevcredcpression,

,.'

SERVICES
'

I

t
I

'·

l.
I

,.
I

r

>\ TYPING SERVIC[l, A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
12/2
)AT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prcpnre now.
Call PENM 842·5200,
tfn
Yl'ING; MA, English, on-campus. 296·8564.
fs
!RVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 211·5901. fs
DITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Fraucnglass Associates,
344·8344.
11/18
XPERTTYPING, 266-4567.
11/9
LASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
lleginners welcome. 266·9291.
11/10
IKIDO LESSONS. Martini Art - Meditation.
Sandia Judo Clubs, 255-4629,
11/11
YPIST EXPERIENCED. Medical, legal, ap.
praisals, manuscripts, general. 266-4770.
11/14

I.

,·
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.·
;t

,·

'·

HOUSING

HALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
SI4S.OO, utilities paid. City bus service down
Central available. Apartment Includes modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises. 12901 Central NH. 299-0434.
1212
OOR OPEN MINDED man seeks same In woman
to share small house. $35.00/monlh. Dave, 242·
2933.
11/8
HARE EXPENSES with a friend. Spacious ~
bdrm., quiet NE Heights neighborhood. Walk or
bike to UNM. 898-9212.
Jl/9
'ALK TO CLASS. $85.00, I bedroom, lltilities
paid. Fenced yard. 262·1751, Valley Rentals.
$30.00 fcc,
11/9

TIIJWB JH,OCKS to UNM, CPZY I bedroom,
$12~.00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. SJO.OO fee. 11/9
ROOM & llOARP: mponsible female to live-in
(private bedroom/bath), & cnrc for 2 cltildrcn, ages
7 & 9, 2:30p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Mondny • l'riliay,
end of November thru May. Home 3 blocks from
UNM.265·5318.
11/9
'\'ii'ANTtm: female interested in laking over lc~sc for
spring semester at the College Inn. Karen, 242·
8798.
11!10

5.

FORSALE

MAXELI. UD C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. Firefly,
Box 7~83, 87104, 256·1495,
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30.00 lo $60,00, 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
I 127
SINGER FUTURA zlgt.ag sewing machine. Top of
line, still guaranteed, Auto. bobbin winder, com·
pUtcrizcd butto,nholcr, 100'.1 of fancy stitches, Reg.
$800.00; now $150.00 cash. 821·4256,
11/14
DIAL·O-MATIC zig-zag sewing machine, makes
buttonholes, sews on buttons, monograms, without
artnchments, $2'1.00 and take machine. 268·43•13.
---:--::-:-::------:,.,.....,.-.,.....::--:-- tl/1 5
SONY C-60 cassette tapes. Unheard of value, 12 for
$12.00. Hi-Fl House, 255·1694, 3011 Monte Vista
NE.
ll/11
NEW SONY TRINATRON, Unclaimed hlY·n-way,
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down payment. $7.75 per month till balurcc is paid off. ~'66·
5871,
11/15
DUE TO DIVORCE, Will sacrifice equity, Red
Classic Ill and attachments. Assume payments of
$7.00 month,new guarantee. 266·5872.
I 1/15
PIONEER REPOSSESSED STllREO. Complete
' stereo system, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape player. Assume payments,
$7.82 per month. 268·4394.
11/15
BEST FOR LOWEST. Hitachi D-220 casscne deck
w/Dolby. Superior specs, $159.99. Hi·Fi House,
255·1694, 3011 Monic VistaNE,
ll/1 I
lll.lRTIN IO·spced, $210,00. Oury, 292·1799,
.11/8
CI.E!ARANCE SAL.P. on all mmhandlse. Shirts only
$3.50 or 2 for $6.00 at California rashion Outlet,
2JI8 Central SE, across from campus. 266-68'12.
11/8
TOP DOGS: female, red & tan Dobcrmann puppies,
$30.00. Mule, $50,00. 265·9423.
l 1/7
CASH PAID for baseball cards. Richard, 299-4687.
I i/10
HERMES 10 typewriter. Elite type, excellent condi·
tlon, $200.00. 293·3250wcckdays.
11/8
OOLI' CLUBS. Haig Ultras, bag & cover.1 Included,
used twice! $200.00. 293·3250 weekdays.
11/8
MONSTER SALE. t-:ow in progress at UNM Book·
store- books, records, gifts, supplies!
11/10
THE GOLD STI~EET CIRCUS - inventory, fix·
turcs, etc., Excellent business opportunity, Contact
Cenlury-21 Aclion Realty, 881·6446,
I J/9
1965 PLY SW, Loaded, dependable, $500.00. 8778072.
11/9.
CUSTOM WOOD FRAME mirrors. Oreal X-mas
gift, 877·8072aftcr 5 p.m.
11/9
USED STRAIOHTGRAIN IJRIARS: better tha~
new! Finest hand-craftsmanship by Europe's best.
Ask about It at Pipe & Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell
SH.
11/11
1975 YAMAHA DT4008 Enduro motorcycle. E~cel·
lent condition, low mileage, $7SCI,CO, 298-0735,
11/10
MINOLTA 101 SRT,58mm F 1.41ens.lncludes case,
fillers, electronic fiiiSh & charger. $150.00. ·can
Mike, 277-4045 days, or 1826 Mesa Vista NE after
5.
ll/10
SELMER SIGNET OBOE- make offer. 881·1046.
11/10
ON CAMPUS RESERVED PARKING, paved lot.
$7,50 remainder or semester. $20.00 spring
semester, Cali Mike, 277-4045 days, or 1826 Mesa
VIsta NE arter S.
11/10
GERRY YEAR ROUND II pack tent, SIOO.OO. 298·
0837.
11/10
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SALE I

Christmas

.

Nov 14-181
8am-5pm

I
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(comer of Yale & Central)
l See Our Ad In Thursday's Lobo

I

COPIES
Overnight
3¥2cea
.4csameday
NoM inimum . ,

KINKO'S..

2312 Cent. SE 268~515 .
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EMPLOYMENT

7.

OLDTOWN

TRAVEL

Recorded Message

.

Phone 296·8568

TODAY·'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

UNITED Feature Syndicate
disorder
57 MerchanMonday's Puzzle Solved:
dising
events
58 Love: it.
59 Pianist---Waller
61 Bottle
closure
62 Stogie
63 Opera
highlight
64 Numerical
prefJx
65 Once upon- ~~~:.:+::+;-:~~~~

DOWN
1 Schedules
2 Ready to
serve: 2
words
3 Series of
steps
4 In pieces: 2
words
5 Bus. adviser
6 Actor Tim
7 Motorcars
8 Begins
anew: 2
words
9 Supported
1 0 "-----and
Prejudice"
11 Perform
alone
12 Ferrara
ducal name

13 Hardy
heroine
21 Heightener
23 Ache
25 ---level
28 Cardinals
supporter:
3 words
30 Among
31 Calif. wine
center
32 Drive away
33 Decorates
cakes
34 Asta's
mistress
35 Seed's
outer
covering
36 Adjective
suffix
37 Track
events

8... MISCELLANEOUS
J1REE! FREEl FREEl Outdoor portrait, 5~7 doubleweight. Absolutely no strings attached! UNM stu·
dents, faculty, staff or immediate family (l,D.
required). Sunday, November 13, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Come to A-Photographer, 1717 Girard Blvd. NE,
just north of lnidan School Rd., opposite the Albu.
qucrque Tennis Club. Dogs, cats, pets welcome.
I 1/11

I

1

I

Law Center (Wash. DC) I
I
I

recruiting
minority
students

I

Tues., Nov. 8th
Morning-Placement office
Afternoon-Chicano Studies

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-------------,--..1

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
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Please place the following classified adyertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4:Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Trt!vel
8. Miscellaneous.

I

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
I5c per word, $1.00 minimum charge·
Terms Cash· in advance
.

l,.
i

I
'

Enclosed $ _ __.__ Placed b y - - - - - Telephone

,,
.\

~~~M

66 Not any:
Dial.
67 Clairvoyant

RIDES TO NYC weekly. $55,00. lTC, 255·6830,
11/11
RIDES TO L.A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
$39.00. lTC, 255·6830.
IIIII

Georgetown
University

_, _, n

HAY A 'I' SHALOM

Malcers ~f Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

ACROSS
1 Missing
5 Man's
name: Abbr.
9 Tip over
14 Preposition
15 Show
displeasure
16 Literary
form
17 Be brilliant
18 Can. prov.
19 Daggers'
handles
20 Thin tin
plates
22 Missiles
24 Small fishes
26 Hackneyed
27 Pastry Items
29 A Caesar
30 Lived
33 Breathing
act
37 Flounder
38 King's
retinue
39 Washroom:
Abbr.
40 Saying
41 At one time
42 Lake Erie
city: 2
words
441ndoChinese
language
45 Fr. coin
46 Corrode
4 7 Yacht spar
49 Scold
53 Severe
mental

Work in the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 233, 2775907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Secudty Guards.
11/14
Hours flexible. Cali S.i.A., 242·5261.
OVERSEAS JOBS. summer/year-round, Europe, S.
America, Australia, 1\sia, etc. Ail fields, $500·
$1200 monthly, Expenses paid, sightseeing, Fre~ in·
formation- write .International Job Center, Dept.
NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
11/4
ADDRESSI.lRS WANTED immediately! Work at
home - no experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
269, Pallas, TX 75231.
I 1/16
PART TIME sales clerk & stocking. Must be over 21
years old. Apply in person. Saveway l.iquor Stores,
5'104 Lomas NE; 5516 Menual Blvd. NE.
11/8
CHELSEA STREBT PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter&.
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply In person. Coronado Center. pan or full
lime, day or night shirts.
12/1
EARN UP to $5.00 Qn hour selling SEERS Weekly.
Caii247·15J8,
11/9
TEMPORARY PART TIME employmcnt1 Stay-InSchool Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
uides, clerks & clerk-typists, Pay: $2.30/hr. •
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesn
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Ern·
ploycr,
1212
NEEPED DAYTIME package store help; must be 21
or over. Apply 4200 Central SE.
I 1110
NEEDED PART TIME fry cook. Must be available
evenings & weekends. Apply ln person, University
Dairy Queen, 2300Central SE.
11/8
PART TIMH HELP NEEDED. $400.00 monthly.
Call881·4585, 1·3 p.m. only.
ll/14
PART TIMH WORK- can be arranged around your
schedule. Lunch hours required li:J0-1:30. Apply
DerWiencrschnltzel, 690ll.omnsNE.
11114
PART TIME HHLP for my business. $425.00
montly, 294·2064, t-3 p.m. only.
ll/8

D1~tv

Covered
""'•go.n

~--·-------------:
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1964 DODGE DART, $500.00, 26H203,
IIIII
ONE PAIR trade-in nose 501 speakers. $85.00/ca.
Hi·FI House, 255·1694, 301 I Monte Vista NH.
IIIII
STEREO KENWOOD- PIONEER- DUAl,, one· ·
year-old. Cost $835.00 new. Offer over $450.00.
420 E~panolu SE, Apt.A,
ll/11
CROSS·COUNTRY SKIING & expedition tent; !Ike
new. 898·'1429,
11/9
MERCEDES-BENZ: 1960: 220. Sacrifice! $300,00.
277-2276.
11/8
PA.NASONIC AM-I'M STEREO receiver & B·track
player, $150.00 or best offer. Call 266·0770, 5·11
p.m.
11/H
HARRIS TWEED sport co~ts; highest quality wool,
from $50.00 pl~s. Silks, beads, Jcathefs, imported
clothing. Freed Co,. 41.S Central Ave., NW, Albu·
querque, N.M,
11/21

. Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:3" P.M,
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

40 Hebrew lawgiver
42 Spanish bull
43 Nickname
45 Range
47 "Away.with
you!"·
Slang
48 Crownlike
headpiece
50 Unmatchecj
51 Coated
metal sheet
52 Glacial
ridge: Var.
53 S. Am. rodent
54 Hit hard:
Archaic
55 Hindu
mystic
56 Com motion
60 Pronounce

